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About This Game

Chronicles of cyberpunk is an adventure in the city of the near future where power belongs to the Big Brother and his
supercomputer. People mysteriously disappear in the city. Who is behind all this? Why do they need it? Why are you here? The

city controls all spheres of people’s lives, it will not let you go, it’s impossible to hide from its tracking and control systems.
Freedom of actions and thoughts is just an illusion

Key Features:
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immerse yourself into the amazing and atmospheric world of cyberpunk, available for exploration in 9 locations. A
world where people and technology live as a whole, where the city is like a living organism that is constantly watching all
spheres of human life;

communicate with more than 100 citizens and find out the truth about what is happening in the city. There is some
action in the game, but for the most part it is focuses on quiet passage;

fight to the 5 bosses - guard drones, subordinate to Big Brother;

look for the key items and passwords;

be careful - the city leaves you clues, do not miss them, because sometimes the most important things is hidden between
the lines;

enjoy more than 300 hand-drawn illustrations;

prepare for unexpected plot twists
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To me, this feels more like a visual novel than a game, since you're largely following prompts in between a bit of exploring.
There are some action sequences, in which you're being chased or have to shoot at something, but they're not too hard.

The real appeal of "Chronicles of cyberpunk" is the art of it. The graphics are like something out of the 80s - a bit of Tron,
mixed with the rock video for Dire Straits' "Money for Nothing" - and the music is reminiscent of Philip Glass. The English-
language translation of the original Russian is often dubious, and it can be hard to follow. But once you settle in, you discover
beautiful machines doing god-knows-what, floating cats, severed heads in boxes (hiding from the authorities, no less), floating
platforms making it rain constantly, and people wandering around town with labels revealing their flaws. There's always
something surprising around every corner.

It's a complicated (and somewhat confusing) story, but fascinating and surreal, with a touch of genius.. It's a rather simplistic
walking sim but it does have a fantastic soundtrack and a good story although the story gets a little convuluated near the end.
Overall though it is still a worthwhile way to spend an hour and a half. It didn't crash on me once, ran at 144FPS the whole time
and was enjoyable. It's worth the current asking price of $5.64 CAD. If you like walking sims and cyberpunk themed games I
would recommend you give it a go.. This is a super weird game. Some people will have no patience for it, and some people (like
me) will be especially forgiving because the developer tried something different. This game will require your patience, because
there are shortcomings. On the other hand, there are some very interesting things, too. It is clear that this indie developer spent a
lot of time on the handdrawn graphics and general world building, so why do the (seemingly easier to implement) text-boxes
seem to be done in a slapdashed way? The game is worth seeing for a few dollars, should you be looking for something
different, with a cyberpunk theme. I found many parts of this gratifyingly interesting, like the character's best friend is his
motherly droid that looks like a graphing calculator.

I enjoyed this game on ubuntu linux 16.04.4 and 18.04 with radeon drivers. There seems to be some keyboard input lag, which
kept me moving forward, even after releasing the keyboard key. Not too big of a problem with an exploration game, though.
This game uses the Unity Game Engine. This game does not use a gamepad controller, and the keyboard keys can only be
remapped through the pre-game configuration menu.. Delightfully, unashamedly insane.
This game develops a dark depressing atmosphere without having to make everything brown and black and very dark grey.
Puzzles are simple enough and speaking to the citizens is rewarding.
The text displays are tiny and hard to read at times. The drone's info is interesting but you have to move around to get it onto the
right color background to read it. Seems like it would make more sense to come up beside the citizen's head in an opaque box.

TL:DR - This game is interesting, unique, and a little mad; just the way I like it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tXHOoW34CaU. I love a good cyberpunk game but this game is odd. Like really odd. And in all honesty it's
a pretty bad game with a ton of problems. For one the game is developed by one person and it looks like it. Visually the game is
just plain weird and as far as text and visuals go it looks bad. The design on the other hand is stylized in a super interesting way
which makes the bad visuals feel less like just plain bad visuals and instead like interesting looking style choices which on some
level they are. The soundtrack is good which is always nice, especially for cyberpunk\/ scifi style games. The plot has the biggest
problems which I'll talk about in a minute. And finally, the game is short, confusing, and not very interactive. Despite all of my
problems though I like the game and recommend it.
The plot though has real problems. For one it doesn't make any sense at all and it doesn't help that everything is conveyed in
textboxes that are easy to accidentally skip through, with sometimes weird broken english. A couple more tests, especially some
english translation testers would help out some of that. In addition the actual plot, is cyberpunk but also just plan confusing.
Some people may consider this spoliers but the game has the tropes of big brother watching over, and cyborgs, and all of that
but it also has weird stuff involving a supercomputer that doesn't really make too much sense even by the end of the game. Also
the animation is so limited that the diologue is all a little weird in some points because you walk up to people and then text pops
up and nothing changes. I liked the story in the end though despite it making no real sense.
Overall though I liked Chronicles of Cyberpunk, especially aesthetically where it really shines, and in the heart of the game
which can come through in the developers obvious love and care of the game they have made. It's clear this game is a passion
project and that passion comes out through a lot of the game. If you're okay with a really weird and kinda nonsensical game then
check this one out
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